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Elko Trails Map
Hikes; Silver Spring Lakes,
Silver Spring Overlook,
Wigwam Flats, Sheep Mtn
Lookout

Great painterly light on the Silver
Springs Lakes in an autumn storm.
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Southern Rockies

Rating: easy
Time: short day hike
Distance: 3.7 km
Elevation gain: 90 m (300 ft.)
Lakes elevation: 1006 m (3,300 ft.)
Trail: one short steep section;
indistinct trail; wet spots;
slippery talus; trail to three
mid-elevation lakes
Map: 82G/6 Elko (NAD 27)
Trail map: page ####

Drive
Road map: page ####
Road: any vehicle; mostly
pavement
0 km: Turn east from Highway
3 in to Elko, N62200-E37100.
The Elko townsite is not
visible from the highway.
The turnoff is south
(slightly downhill) from
the prominent gas station/
restaurant along Highway 3.
The paved Bate Avenue in
Elko winds through town
around several corners. Stick
to the main road.
1.1 km: Turn sharp left (east)
and head downhill 400 m
to cross the Elk River. Drive
the industrial gravel Elko/
Morrissey haul road 2.3
km east from the bridge.
The river bends away from
the road for a couple of
kilometres.
3.8 km: Notice when the river
flows close to the road again
and drive another 200 m.
Turn left at the first left fork
past the bridge onto a small
dirt road, N62791-E39791,
and park. From the parking
spot, hike back along the
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#64 Silver Spring Lakes
Silver Spring Lakes is one of my favourite early season
or autumn trips. The hike follows a chain of three deep
lakes at the base of steep cliffs not far from Elko. Each
lake has its own distinct colour, depth and plant habitat.
Hikers are rewarded with views of rolling mountains
to the north and picturesque cliffs to the south. These
dramatic cliffs surround the third lake and soar about
150 m (500 ft.) straight up from the water and they buttress the shores of the other lakes. The cliffs can be seen
clearly throughout most of the hike.
A well-travelled trail winds along the eastern
shores of these scenic, long, narrow, lowland lakes. The
trail crosses exposed bedrock and lakeside talus slopes
and winds through the forest. After the initial 500 m up
a steep section, the rest of the hike is easy and mostly
level. But there is about a kilometre of level, but lichencoated talus to walk on and it is very slippery when
wet.
In springtime (early May to early June) the lakeside
meadows are awash in the glorious colours of wildflowers, bees and butterflies. The clematis vines climb up
rose bushes and the fairy slippers hide in the darker
shadows of the woods. Mid-September to early October is when the aspens around the lakes are ablaze
in yellow.
Further Explorations
Silver Springs Rim Overlook
Imagine standing atop the cliffs overlooking the
three Silver Spring Lakes and the Rockies to the
north. The Silver Springs Rim Overlook on page ###
is just the hike.

Trail
0 km: From the parking spot, hike west
(back toward the bridge) on the main
road for about 150 m to the well-worn
footpath. Climb the trail to intersect with the
powerline.
100 m: Cross the powerline and hike south,
up a steep small trail beside the washed-out
gravel road. The entire steep section takes
about 20–30 minutes and gains 100 m (300
ft.) to the northern shore of the first scenic
lake.
600 m: At the shore of the first lake, turn
left (east) and hike up a short, steep, rocky
section. Follow the trail south as it winds
along the bedrock banks. The main trail edges
the base of the prominent bedrock platforms,
but a 1-minute hike upward to the right

offers a breathtaking view of the navy-blue
first Silver Spring Lake, rimmed with cliffs,
N62219-E40106. Many visitors stop there,
as it one of the highlights of the whole trail.
Continue along the eastern side of the first
lake and the trail heads into the forest.
2.4 km: Second Lake. Between the second and
third lake, cross a level section of talus that
may be slippery. The trail winds in sections of
forest and talus. Gain very little elevation.
3.7 km: Third Lake. The best viewpoint for the
third lake is on a low rock platform near its
north end, N60027-E39941, another highlight
of the trip. Navy-blue water flows below cliffs
that rise hundreds of feet straight up. If you
reach the eastern shore of the third lake,
backtrack a bit and find a faint trail heading
west into the forest by the shore. This will
lead you to a well-used picnic area and a
bedrock platform a couple of metres above
the water with a great view of the cliffs and
clear lake.

Silver Springs Lakes are three deep and scenic lakes near Elko. The lakes are surrounded by steep walls and
the third lake has cliffs straight up from the shore.
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Silver Springs Lakes

main road for about 150 m and look for
a well-worn footpath heading uphill in the
forest (south). The trailhead is unsigned.

